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HP and ANSYS, Inc.



ANSYS, Inc. designs, develops and delivers broad,
modular and integrated engineering simulation solutions
for designers and analysts across a broad spectrum
of industries. These open and flexible solutions allow
customers to simulate design performance directly on the
desktop and provide a common platform for efficient,
flexible and cost-effective product development—from
concept screening to final-stage design verification and
testing.

On-screen design simulations using the ANSYS®

technology platform help reduce costs and speed time
to market by providing designers and engineers with
solutions that combine structural, thermal, computational
fluid dynamics (CFD), acoustic and electromagnetic
simulation capabilities in a virtual and integrated
environment.

ANSYS® Multiphysics™

The company’s flagship product is ANSYS Multiphysics,
which sets a new standard for CAE analysis and
simulation. ANSYS Multiphysics allows users to apply new
advanced physics to real-world engineering problems. It
also features advances in parallel computing, solver
technology, memory management, data handling,
integration and ease of use.

A complete ANSYS solution
Overall, ANSYS helps organizations achieve:

• Innovative and high-quality products and processes

• Fewer physical prototypes and test set-ups

• Reduction in development time

• More flexible and responsive information-based
development process

• A front-end simulation strategy that brings products
to market faster and at less cost

ansys, Inc. HP workstations
HP Personal Workstations feature advanced technologies,
world-class design and extensive options so that you can
build a solution that suits your needs, while maximizing
productivity and value—not to mention helping meet
deadlines. From the HP xw4400 to the HP xw9400, HP
workstations are tested and finely tuned for ANSYS
applications, allowing you to choose a workstation for the
way you work.

HP xw4400 Workstation
The HP xw4400 offers extreme performance at a PC-like
price, making it ideal for ANSYS engineers and flexible
company-wide deployment. This entry workstation features
Intel® Core™ 2 Duoiii Processorsxiv and supports a wide
range of professional graphics, memory and storage
choices, and quad-coreiii computing. The HP xw4400 also
features dual-channel DDR2-667 MHz memory and PCIe
x16 graphics. The price and performance of the HP
xw4400 make it an excellent value.

HP xw6400 Workstation
The HP xw6400 is the choice for the power user who
needs dual-processor, dual-coreiii technology but has
limited desk space, needs to maximize power efficiency,
and values very quiet operation. The HP xw6400 offers
Dual-Coreiii and Quad-Coreiii Intel Xeon® Processors,xiv

supports up to eight monitors, a four-channel 667 MHz
Fully-Buffered DIMM (FB-DIMM) memory subsystem, and
four PCI Express (PCIe) I/O slots to handle large and
complex data sets. 

“HP workstations
feature leading
floating point
performance,
large memory
and faster graphics
so engineers using
ANSYS solutions
can quickly run
simulations right
on their desktops.”
Prashant Ambe, VP
Operations–MBO
ANSYS, Inc.



HP xw8400 Workstation
The HP xw8400 is an undeniable force, featuring
top-of-the-line Intel Xeon dual-processor, dual-coreiii

and quad-coreiii performance for excellent design and
engineering power. Our highest-performing Intel Xeon
processor-based workstation is the choice for engineers
who work with demanding computational and
visualization applications. The HP xw8400 offers a full
range of professional graphics, 64-bit architecture, eight
slots for memory expansion.

HP xw9400 Workstation
There is powerful, and then there is the HP xw9400,
which delivers uncompromised graphics performance and
maximum expandability with AMD64.xvi The HP xw9400
supports up to four 3D graphics displays, dual PCIe x16
graphics and Dual-Corexvi AMD Opteron™ processors to
meet the combined needs for computational power,
visualization power, and I/O performance to help lower
the total cost of ownership. It is an excellent choice for
high-performance graphics solutions such as parallel
rendering or compositing.

Innovative Design
Remember, all HP workstations feature innovative designs
to reduce noise—our workstations are almost whisper
quiet—while the industry-leading, tool-less chassis makes
them easy to service, upgrade and maintain. After all,
a little less stress at work is a very good thing.

Make your work life easier
and more productive
HP Application Competency Center
A key piece of the HP and ANSYS relationship is the
Application Competency Center. HP engineers conduct
extensive testing to validate entire solutions—hardware,
operating system, application, and graphics—that are
optimized to run specific ANSYS solutions. A focus on
partnership and unprecedented collaboration with
ANSYS provides customers with reliable, easy-to-own
solutions and breakthrough technology. ANSYS even uses
HP workstations to write, develop and test its software
applications—one more reason you can be confident
when choosing HP.

HP Remote Graphics Software
HP Remote Graphics Software (RGS) is an advanced
utility that allows you to remotely access and share your
workstation desktop and all its applications across
different platforms, providing you with a “just like local”
experience.vii Underlying HP RGS is the innovative HP
compression technology, that makes remote access to
workstations and their multi-display 2D or 3D graphics
power a reality. Performance and image quality are
outstanding while network usage is kept at a minimum. 

More complete solutions
HP also provides an unmatched array of integrated
technology products. These products include the HP
SpacePilot, servers, large format printers, HP Tablet PC
and storage products.

HP recommends
Windows
Vista™ Business

MAINSTREAM USER

HP xw4400 Workstation 
Genuine Windows® XP Professional

x64 Edition
Intel® Core™ 2 Duoiii Processorxiv

2.93 GHzvi

1066 FSBv

Windows Vista™ capablexi

Intel® 975X Express chipset 
4 GBxv PC2-5300E DDR2-677 ECC  
NVIDIA Quadro FX 1500 graphics 
HP LP2065 flat panel monitor 
(2) 300 GBiv SAS hard drive 
48x CD-RW/DVD-ROM Comboxii

HP Performance Tuning Framework 
HP Scroll Mouse 

HP xw9400 Workstation
Genuine Windows XP Professional

x64 Edition
(2) Dual-Corexvi AMD Opteron Processorxvi

2220SEix

2.8 GHzvi

AMD64xiv Technology
1 GHz AMD HyperTransport™ technologyv

Windows Vista capablexi

16xv GB PC2-5300P
DDR2-667 ECC Registered

(2) 300 GBiv SAS hard drives
48x CD-RW/DVD-ROM Comboxii

(2) NVIDIA Quadro FX4500 
HP LP2465 24-inch flat panel monitor
HP Performance Tuning Framework

POWER USER (Intel)

HP xw8400 Workstation 
Genuine Windows XP Professional

x64 Edition
Intel Dual-Coreiii Intel Xeon Processorxiv 5100 

3.0 GHzvi

1333 FSBv

Windows Vista capablexi

Intel 975X Express chipset
16xv GB PC2-5300F

DDR2-677 ECC FB-DIMM
NVIDIA Quadro FX4500
HP LP2335 flat panel monitor
(2) 300 GBiv SAS hard drive
48x CD-RW/DVD-ROM Comboxii

HP Performance Tuning Framework
HP Scroll Mouse
HP SpacePilot

HP Recommended Configurations for Ansys
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POWER USER (AMD)



www.hp.com/go/ansys

© 2006 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express warranty
statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained
herein. Microsoft and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and other countries. Windows Vista is either a registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft
Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. Intel, Pentium, Core, and Xeon are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries.
AMD and AMD Opteron are trademarks of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. Linux is a U.S. registered trademark Linus Torvalds. ANSYS and Multiphysics are registered trademarks or trademarks of ANSYS, Inc.
or its subsidiaries located in the United States or other countries.
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HP Corporate Headquarters: +1 (650) 857 1501
3000 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, California 94304-1185
www.hp.com

Regional Headquarter Offices
Hewlett-Packard Canada Ltd.: (905) 206 4725
5150 Spectrum Way
Mississauga, Ontario
L4W 5G1
Canada 

Hewlett-Packard Latin America: +1 (305) 267 4220
Waterford Building, 9th Floor
5200 Blue Lagoon Drive
Miami, Florida 33126 USA

Hewlett-Packard USA: +1 (281) 370 0670
20555 SH 249
Houston, TX 77070 USA
HP Small and Medium Business Store: +1 (800) 888 9909
www.hp.com/go/store

Asia Pacific
Hewlett-Packard Asia Pacific Ltd.: (+65) 6275 3888
450 Alexandra Road
Singapore 119960 

Hewlett-Packard Japan: (+81) 3 5463 6600
Tennozu Central Tower
2-2-2-4 Higashi-Shinagawa
Shinagawa-Ku
Tokyo 140-8641 Japan 

Europe, Middle East, Africa: (+41) 22 780 8111
Hewlett-Packard
150 Route du Nant-d'Avril
1217 Meyrin 2
Geneva, Switzerland 
EMEA workstations country homepages
www.hp.com/eur/workstations

HP Sales Offices
Australia: (+61) 13 13 47
http://welcome.hp.com/country/au/eng/welcome.html

Brazil: (+55) 11 4197 6700
http://welcome.hp.com/country/br/por/welcome.html

Canada: (+905) 206 4725
http://welcome.hp.com/country/ca/eng/welcome.html

China: (+86) 10 6564 3888
http://welcome.hp.com/country/cn/chi/welcome.html

France: (+33) 0 826 800 400 (0,15 €TTC if you call 
from France)
http://welcome.hp.com/country/fr/fre/welcome.html

Germany:  (+49) 70 31 14 0
http://welcome.hp.com/country/de/ger/welcome.html

India: (+91) 11 682 6000
http://welcome.hp.com/country/in/eng/welcome.html

Italy: +39 039 6615330
http://welcome.hp.com/country/it/ita/welcome.html

Japan: (+81) 3 3331 6111
http://welcome.hp.com/country/jp/jpn/welcome.html

HP contact Information

Certain Windows Vista product features require advanced or additional hardware. See http://www.microsoft.com/windowsvista/getready/hardwarereqs.mspx and
http://www.microsoft.com/windowsvista/getready/capable.mspx for details. Windows Vista Upgrade Advisor can help you determine which features of Windows Vista will run on your computer. To
download the tool, visit www.windowsvista.com/upgradeadvisor.

i Weight will vary by configuration.
ii Intel’s numbering is not a measurement of higher performance. 
iii Dual-Core and Quad-Core are new technologies designed to improve performance of multithreaded software products and hardware-aware multitasking operating systems and may require appropriate
operating system software for full benefit. Not all customers or software applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology.
iv 1 GB equals 1 billion bytes. Actual formatted capacity is less. Up to 8 GB of hard drive (or system disk) is reserved for the system recovery software.
v Actual bus speed is less. Listed bus speed represents the equivalent effective throughput for data.
vi GHz refers to internal clock speed of the processor. Other factors beside clock speed may impact system and application performance.
vii Performance subject to network speed. 
viii Actual speeds may vary. Does not permit copying of commercially available DVD movies or other copy-right protected materials. Intended for creation and storage of your original material and other lawful
uses. Double Layer discs can store more data than single layer discs. However, double-layer discs burned with this drive may not be compatible with many existing single-layer DVD drives and players.
LightScribe creates a monochrome image. LightScribe media required and sold separately.
ix AMD’s numbering is not a measurement of clock speed.
x Maximum memory capacities assume 64-bit operating systems. Microsoft WindowsXP (32-bit) supports 4 GB (with Microsoft 32-bit, the amount of usable memory will be dependent upon your system
configuration. It may be less than 4 GB); 32-bit Linux can support up to 8 GB.
xi This system may require upgraded and/or separately purchased hardware, drivers and/or software to take full advantage of Windows Vista functionality. Check www.windowsvista.com/getready for details. 
xii Actual speeds may vary.
xiii Hardware RAID is not supported on Linux Systems. The Linux kernel, with built-in software RAID, provides excellent functionality and performance. It  is a good alternative to hardware-based RAID. Please
visit http://h20000.ww2.hp.com/bc/docs/support/SupportManual/c00060684/c00060684.pdf for RAID capabilities with Linux.
xiv 64-bit computing on Intel architecture requires a computer system with a processor, chipset, BIOS, operating system, device drivers, and applications enabled for Intel 64 architecture. Processors will not operate
(including 32-bit operation) without an Intel 64 architecture-enabled BIOS. Performance will vary depending on your hardware and software configurations. See www.intel.com/info/em64t for more information.
xv Above 3 GB, all memory may not be available due to system resource requirements.
xvi This system requires a separately purchased 64-bit operating system and 64-bit software products to take advantage of the 64-bit processing capabilities of Dual-Core AMD Opteron technology. Dual-core
processing available with AMD Opteron technology is a recent technology innovation designed to improve performance of this system. Given the wide range of software applications available, performance of
a system including a 64-bit operating system and a dual-core processor will vary. 

Korea: (+82) 22199 0114
http://welcome.hp.com/country/kr/kor/welcome.html

Malaysia: (+60) 3 2698 6555
http://welcome.hp.com/country/my/eng/welcome.html

Mexico: (+52) 5258 4600
http://welcome.hp.com/country/mx/spa/welcome.html

Netherlands: +31 (0) 800 266 72 72
http://welcome.hp.com/country/dut/welcome.html

Norway: +47 24 09 70 00
http://welcome.hp.com/country/no/nor/welcome.html

Portugal: +351 214 463 556
http://welcome.hp.com/country/pt/por/welcome.html

Singapore: (+65) 6275 3888
http://welcome.hp.com/country/sg/eng/welcome.html

South Africa: (+27) 11 785 1000
http://welcome.hp.com/country/za/eng/welcome.html

Spain: +34 902 10 14 14
http://welcome.hp.com/country/es/spa/welcome.html

Switzerland: +41 848 88 44 66
http://welcome.hp.com/country/ch/fre/welcome.html

Thailand: (+66) 2 353 9500
http://welcome.hp.com/country/th/eng/welcome.html

United Kingdom: +44 207 9490300
http://welcome.hp.com/country/uk/eng/welcome.html

United States: +1 (281) 370 0670
www.hp.com


